






  

 
Risk of public harm: Long pistols 
 
Allowing the continued possession of long pistols is inconsistent with the intent of the Arms 
(Prohibited Firearms, Magazines, and Parts) Amendment Act 2019, which is to increase the 
safety of New Zealanders by removing harmful firearms from public circulation where they 
have no legitimate public use. Now that there is a general prohibition on semi-automatic and 
high capacity firearms, there is a risk that long pistols may become a target for individuals 
with criminal intent who wish to cause high harm as it is easier to gain access to these 
firearms now that MSSAs have been prohibited. Should long pistols be misused, they are 
capable of high levels of harm equivalent to that of an MSSA. 
 
As long pistols are not prohibited, they are not eligible for compensation. It is unknown how 
many of the 4,392 pistol-endorsed licence holders (as of 30 September 2019) hold long 
pistols. Because long pistols cannot be lawfully used, people who are holding them have few 
satisfactory options available to them should the status quo remain in place. Currently, they 
may: 

• hand them in and receive no compensation,  
• hold onto these firearms in the hope that controls will be changed to allow for their 

use, or 
• seek an exemption to hold them as a collector.  

 
Pistol carbine frames/conversion kits 
 
Pistol carbine frames/conversion kits can be combined with any pistol to increase its 
accuracy, range and capacity for harm. There are four types of frame/conversion kits known 
to be used, three of the frame/conversion kits do not require a firearms licence because of 
their design. The other frame/conversion kit has an in-built firing mechanism and does 
require a firearms licence. A pistol is required to make the frame/conversion kit operable and 
this requires the individual to possess a pistol-endorsed firearms licence. A pistol in a carbine 
frame/conversion kit is pictured below. 

 
Prior to the general prohibition on MSSAs, some firearm clubs would run shooting 
competitions known as 3 gun (target shooting with a pistol, shotgun and semi-automatic 
rifle). However now that MSSAs are prohibited, 3 gun competitors may look to alternative 
firearms similar to MSSAs.  There is a concern that, following tightening up of other elements 
of the firearms regime, pistol-endorsed licence holders, shooting clubs, and firearms dealers 
may promote the introduction of pistol carbines in competitions. Should this occur, more 
shooting competitors may purchase pistol carbine frames/conversion kits increasing their 
numbers in the public armoury. 
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that: “the Commissioner shall not approve any range for target shooting if the intention is to 
use that range for shooting any pistol with an overall length less than 762mm and greater 
than 400mm, and which, when fired has muzzle velocity or greater than 1600 feet per 
second”. This would reduce the risk of pressure to introduce new competition for long pistols. 

An advantage of this option is that it makes clear in primary legislation that these firearms 
cannot be used on a shooting range.  

A disadvantage would be that a small number of high harm firearms would remain in the 
community. More controls would be established on the pistol or collector endorsement, but 
the potential for these arms items to be obtained for criminal purposes would remain.  

Options analysis – pistol carbine frames/conversion kits 

Option 1 – Retain the status quo 

This option would still allow individuals to purchase most pistol carbine frames/conversion 
kits without needing a firearms licence. 

An advantage of this option would be preventing the need to make any legislative change 
and there being no additional cost to the Government.  

A disadvantage would be allowing a number of arms items that could enable anyone who 
possesses a pistol to convert it into a high harm firearm. Frames/conversion kits would also 
remain in public circulation where they could be accessed by individuals with criminal intent 
which could cause harm to the public. 

Option 2 – Prohibit the use of pistol carbine frames/conversion kits 

This option amends the definition of prohibited firearm to include a pistol carbine frame or 
part of a pistol carbine conversion kit.  

The advantage of this option is that it reduces the potential harm from converting pistols to 
high harm firearms by using pistol carbine frames/conversion kits. This option removes 
frames/conversion kits from circulation, reducing their potential for misuse. 

A disadvantage is that this would require re-litigating the definition of prohibited firearm and 
potentially open up the whole definition of prohibited firearm to challenge. Another 
disadvantage would be the impact to the estimated 2,000 competitors who would have to 
hand in their prohibited pistol carbine frames/conversion kits. The option is also expected to 
be opposed by the majority of pistol licence holders, as it would also remove one of the 
training tools used to introduce inexperienced persons to pistol shooting. 

This option would also require a compensation scheme which is estimated to cost between 
$1.5 million and $3.5 million based on the estimated number for pistol-endorsed licence 
holders and dealers/manufacturers. There may also be additional pistol carbine 
frames/conversion kits in New Zealand that would be eligible for compensation that are not 
known to Police as they may have been purchased by non-pistol-endorsed licence holders. 

Option 3 – Control the use of pistol carbine frames and conversion kits through the definition 
of prohibited firearm and other controls 

This option amends the definition of prohibited firearm and creates a specific exception. This 
would allow pistol carbine frames/conversion kits to be used by pistol-endorsed licence 
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holders in pistol carbine competitions, when these are held at pistol shooting clubs that have 
been recognised by the Commissioner of Police.  

A disadvantage would be that there are still some potentially dangerous arms items 
remaining in public circulation which could be accessed by criminals. Another disadvantage 
would be that non-pistol-endorsed licence holders would still require a compensation scheme 
for pistol carbine frames/conversion kits. It would however remove the need for pistol-
endorsed licence holders, dealers and manufacturers to hand in their pistol carbine 
frames/conversion kits. This option would also require re-litigating the definition of prohibited 
firearm and potentially open up the whole definition of prohibited firearm to challenge. 

Option 4 (recommended) – Amend legislation to control pistol carbine frames/conversion kits 
but without changing the definition of prohibited firearm  

This option would introduce a new definition of pistol carbine frame/conversion kit and 
introduce specific controls. These include: 

• pistol carbine frames/conversion kits are to imported, possessed, sold or supplied 
only by someone with a pistol-endorsed licence,  

• frames must be numbered and registered with Police, and  

• defining a pistol carbine frame/conversion kits so as to confine their application to 
pistols of particular calibres, barrel lengths and muzzle velocity.  

The fourth option is similar to the third option, but avoids the need to change the definition of 
prohibited firearm which is an advantage as it does not open up the whole definition of 
prohibited firearm to challenge.  

The advantage to this option is that it enables pistol competitors to continue with their sport 
with marginal additional compliance costs for the importer, manufacturer or licence holder.  

A disadvantage is that, like option three, there would still be some potentially dangerous 
arms items in public circulation which could be accessed by individuals with criminal intent. 

Options analysis – Air pistol carbine frames/conversion kits  

Option 1 – Retain the status quo 

This option would rely on the majority of air pistol carbine frames/conversion kits being of 
insufficient quality to represent a public safety risk if used with a bullet-firing pistol. An 
advantage to this option would be avoiding the need to make any legislative changes, but the 
downside would be the risk that manufacturers could create air pistol frames/conversion kits 
that could be used with bullet-firing pistols.  

Option 2 (recommended) – Define air pistol carbine frames/conversion kits  

This option would specifically define air pistol carbine frames/conversion kits and allow an 
exemption for their possession. The exemption would be subject to import permit 
applications and a ‘special reason’ to import the frame, which would be accepted by the 
Commissioner of Police or his delegate. For example, import by a person who is a member 
of an airsoft club affiliated with Airsoft Sports New Zealand or equivalent national 
organisation.  
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or amnesty, and the risk posed by misuse of these items is lower than regular pistol carbine 
frames/conversion kits. 
 
The preferred options for the three proposals are compatible with the Government’s 
‘Expectations for the design of regulatory systems’. 
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